Poinciana (Song of the tree)
Rhumba
Tempo = 120

Arr: Nils-Helge Brede

(GMaj7)

(Cm7) YOUR branches Speak To Me Of LOVE.

(Dm7)

(GMaj9)

(Ana) pale moon is casting Shadows From A-BOVE.

(GMaj7)

(Ana) somehow I Feel The Jungle HEAT.

(Cm7)

(GMaj7)

(pale moon) in me thereGrowsA rhythmicSavage BEAT.

(GMaj7)

(Love) LoveIsEverywhere It's Magic Perfume Fills The AIR.

(Cm7)

(F9) To&froYouSwayMy heart'sInTimeI'veLearnedTo CARE.

(GMaj7)

(Ana) tho' skies May Turn From Blue To GREY.

(Cm7)

(DMaj7)

(My love) My love will Live Forever & a DAY.

(GMaj7)

(D9sus)
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AMaj7

Your branches Speak To Me of LOVE.

Dm7

pale moon is casting Shadows From ABOVE.

&

Dm7

in me thereGrowsA rhythmic Savage BEAT.

&

Dm7

To&froYouSwayMy heart'sInTimeI'veLearnedTo CARE.

&

My love will Live Forever & a DAY.
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